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When caring for a young child, communication skills are as critical as the technical skills required to manage 
pediatric emergencies.

Arthur has been designed to support those working in child health to effectively communicate, assess, 
diagnose and treat young patients in a diverse range of critical scenarios and in a variety of clinical settings.



• Realistic, Robust, Reliable
• Lifelike weight (44lbs/20kg) and height (48 inches / 122 cm)
• Tetherless connection (over 6 hours of battery life)
• Rechargeable, swappable battery
• Reliable supply of durable consumables
• Realistic, seamless skin, easy to clean
• Works with real medical devices such as ventilator
• defibrillator, ECG, etc.
• Available in several skin tones

Arthur represents a 5-8 year 
old boy that simulates a wide 
range of conditions. From a 
healthy, talking child to being 
unresponsive with no vital 
signs, Arthur provides 
meaningful learning 
experiences through his 
extensive range of features.

Basic to advances examinations
Arthur allows for a complete 
patient examination: from SpO2 
monitoring to checking pupillary 
light reflexes for neurology.

ALS into Emergency Scenarios
Incorporating essential skills 
including difficult airway, IV 
administration, IO infusions, 
intubation and hypoxia.

Resuscitation scenarios
Realistic CPR: rate, depth, hands 
placement and ventilation 
volume. Activity log will capture 
all aspects of performance.

Drug administration
• IV drug recognition, injected
•  volume and speed recognition
• Pre-installed catheter
• Bilateral tibia IO access

The easy-to-use software of Arthur’s Instructor Tablet allows 
scenarios to be created on the fly capturing unique learning moments 
as the scenario unfolds. Alternatively, you can create and standardize 
your own set of patient cases to meet specific learning objectives 
required within your programs. Arthur also comes with a range of pre-
programmed patient states and scenarios of typical pediatric cases 
that will help to get your simulation programs up and running quickly.

To almost erase the line between simulation and reality, we have 
prepared new realistic faces of Arthur for you.
Skin tone, hair and eyebrows consisting of individual sewn hairs, 
veins, pores on the skin, proportions and anatomical landmarks 
are completely close to real. All this, combined with the 
exceptional capabilities of Arthur, will allow you to fully 
experience the same sensations as when treating a real child.

Simulation has never 
been so real!

Breathing
• Spontaneous breathing
• Realistic unilateral and
• bilateral chest rise and fall
• Real sensors for ETCO2 
(opt.)

Interactive eyes
• Blinking: open, half-open or
• closed
• Pupillary light responses:
• normal or absent response
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